
The Swedish–Vietnamese project

originated in the solidarity movement

which arose in reaction to the Viet-

nam War. When construction started

in 1975, it was one of the very few,

modern process industries of that

scale to be built in Vietnam. It was

also the first project to be built with

Western assistance. Construction took

place in the second half of the 1970s,

at a time when Vietnam was trying to

recover from the war with the US,

while simultaneously heading into

another violent conflict in Cambodia

Later, the Bai Bang project, which

consisted of an industrial component

and a forestry component, was partic-

ularly well positioned to take advan-

tage of the opportunities brought by

the doi moi economic reforms

because it was managed according to

market-oriented principles. The new

economic environment and the grad-

ual disappearance of supply shortages

were a main reason why the factory in

the mid-1990s succeeded in producing

at full capacity.

The project ran into many techni-

cal as well as cultural problems. Yet,

the project survived and became sus-

tainable, with important progressive

impact on the regional economy in

Vietnam and to some extent also on

Vietnamese approach to development

and reform.

Bai Bang today
All stated objectives for the main proj-

ect and side projects were met. The

mill, under Vietnamese management,

is producing paper at maximum capa-

city and is making a positive contribu-

tion to Vietnamese living standards.

Paper and pulp mill

• The mill is profitable, has low

debts, a strong net asset base and

pays high wages.

• Mill management structures and

performance are superior to nor-

mal Vietnamese practice.

• Paper production exceeds the

design capacity although the pulp

mill functions below capacity.

Forestry operations

A professional plantation program is

in place and log supplies are now ade-

quate for mill needs although the

profitability of forestry operations is

low.

Economic impact

The mill has a substantial impact on

the regional economy The mill con-

tributes substantially to local business

activities through purchase of local

inputs, paper sales for further process-

ing and spending of mill wages by

workers and their families. The mill

also makes a significant contribution

to local infrastructure – by supporting

schools, medical facilities and the

environment, and the provision of

electricity and water, roads and leisure

facilities.

Training has made workers more

productive. The various training ini-

tiatives have left behind a mill work-

force with high skill levels. Training

has also improved the life choices and

social position of workers.

Social and cultural impact

Worker living standards have been

improved substantially. The project

Bai Bang
To most Swedes, “Bai Bang” is remembered because of its cost
and the lengthy Swedish involvement. Swedish assistance for this
one project lasted for a period of 25 years, starting in 1970 when
the idea of an integrated pulp and paper mill was first launched,
and did not terminate until 1995. The total Swedish contribution
was SEK 2.8 billion in current prices making it the largest project
– and one of the longest lasting – in the history of Swedish aid.
The Vietnamese contribution of labour and raw materials was also
substantial, not least considering the country’s limited resources
at the time.
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has delivered a substantial and sus-

tained improvement in the living stan-

dards of mill workers. Living stan-

dards of forestry workers have also

improved sharply.

Contribution to human resource 

capacity building

The project’s contribution to human

resource capacity building has been

substantial. A comprehensive and

highly successful human resource

capacity building program was under-

taken. On-the-job training was pro-

vided to thousands of construction

workers – many of who took their

skills elsewhere in the economy. An

effective vocational training school

was established.

What were the problems
Bai Bang has been the subject of a

great many studies and reports, par-

ticularly two in-depth evaluation stud-

ies published 1999. The decision to

assist Vietnam had been made on

political grounds largely unrelated to

development considerations. This was

Sweden’s first major aid project to a

Communist country. Sida had no

experience of working in Vietnam

and faced the cumbersome bureau-

cracy of a state socialist system as its

counterpart. Communication prob-

lems of all kinds were formidable.

Unlike in most projects, the agency

lacked in-house technical expertise

and had to rely entirely on Swedish

industry. Building a modern, integrat-

ed paper and pulp mill – even a medi-

um-sized one by Northern European

standards – was a larger and more

complex project than Sida had ever

undertaken before. North Vietnam,

for its part, lacked economic infra-

structure and relevant technical

expertise.

Since there was very little of mod-

ern infrastructure, the project was

forced to set up much of what would

not have been needed in an industri-

alised country, including stone crush-

er, concrete plant, metal workshop,

power plant and chemical plant.

During construction, the project

faced:

• A shortage of a skilled Vietnamese

labour

• A rigid bureaucracy 

• Severe transportation shortages

and delays 

• Theft

Commonly, investment in a primary

industry is not done without having

first secured the supply of basic raw

materials. The Bai Bang project did

not follow this rule. Contrary to a

widespread impression, the biggest

constraint on production was not

wood but coal. Uncertainties about

the quality and quantity of the raw

materials created a nightmare that

would run throughout the whole proj-

ect from start to finish. It was not until

the early 1980s that explanations to

the raw material shortage started to

shift from a purely technical (not

enough trees) and organisational per-

spective (wrong ministry in charge) to

social and economic ones.

Turning Bai Bang into a complete-

ly Vietnamese operation depended,

on a successful transfer of skills and

an orderly transfer of responsibility. It

was only late in the project that the

idea of a permanent vocational

school, modelled after Swedish experi-

ences, was realised. The systematic

transfer of knowledge included devel-

oping organisational charts and man-

ning requirements, formulating job

descriptions and individual training

plans and a grading system to meas-

ure progress.

In June 1990, the last Swedish

adviser packed up and six years later

the mill finally reached its designed

production capacity. One critical fac-

tor was the rapid dismantling of the

centrally planned economy. After

years of pushing towards greater in-

fluence in the state planning system

for the control of the mill’s resource

inputs, the focus could be shifted to-

wards the basics of enterprise man-

agement: survival in the market place.
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